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Abstract
Weintroduce a significant improvement for a
relatively new machine learning method called
Transformation-Based Learning. By applying a
Monte Carlo strategy to randomly sample from
the space of rules, rather than exhaustively analyzing all possible rules, wedrastically reduce the
memoryand time costs of the algorithm, without compromisingaccuracy on unseen data. This
enables Transformation-Based Learning to apply
to a wider range of domains,as it can effectively
consider a larger numberof different features and
feature interactions in the data. In addition, the
MonteCarlo improvementdecreases the labor demands on the human developer, who no longer
needs to develop a minimalset of rule templates
to maintaintractability.
Introduction
Transformation-Based Learning (TBL) (Brill 1995)
promising new machine learning algorithm, which has
a number of advantages over alternative approaches.
However, one major limitation of TBLis that it requires detailed information specifying the set of feature patterns that are relevant to a particular problem. This imposes a significant demand on the human
developer. If he inadvertently omits any relevant information, the learning process is handicapped, and, on
the other hand, if he inchldes too much information,
the algorithm becomesintractable, in practice.
In this paper, we present, a modification to TBL
that. enables the algorithm to run efficiently, even when
bombardedwith an excessive quantity of irrelevant information. This Lazy Transformation-Based Learning
(LTBL) method significantly
reduces the demand
the developer, who no longer needs to worry about excluding irrelevant features from the input and must only
insure that all of the potentially relevant feature patterns are included. The key to our solution involves using a Monte Carlo (random sampling) method. Unlike
the standard TBLmethod, which exhaustively searches
UCopyright(~) 1998, AmericanAssociation for Artificial
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for the best model of the training data, LTBLonly exandnes a relatively small subset of the possibilities. Our
experimental results show that this modification drasticaUy decreases the training time and memoryusage,
without compromising the accuracy of the system ol,
unseen data.
All of the examples and experimental results in this
paper are draw’n from our work on a language understanding problem called Dialogue Act ~agging, where
the goal is to label each utterance in a conversational
dialogue with the correct dialogue act, which is an abstraction of the speaker’s intention (Samuel, Carberry,
& Vijay-Shanker 1998). Examples of dialogue acts are
illustrated by the dialogue in Figure 1.
Speaker Utterance
A1 I have some problems
with the homework.
A2 Can I ask you a couple
of questions?
I can’t help you now.
BI
B.) Let’s discuss it Friday...
A3 Okay.

Dialogue Act
INFORM
REQUEST
REJECT
SUGGEST
ACCEPT

Figure 1: Dialogue between speakers A and B

Transformation-Based
Learning
TBLis a relatively new symbolic machine learning algorithm. Whentested on the Part-of-Speech Tagging
problem,t TBLwas as effective as or better thaz~ the
alternative approaches, producing the correct tag for
97.2%of the words in unseen data (Brill 1995). In comparison with other machine learning methods, TBLhas
a numberof advantages, which we will present in a later
section.
Labeling
Data with
Given a training corpus,
labeled with the correct
of rules that. serve as

Rules
in which each entry is already
tag, TBLproduces a sequence
a model of the training data.

’The goal of this task is to label words with part-ofspeech tags, such as Nounand Verb.
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These rules can then 1)e applied, in order, to label untagged data.
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Figure 3: A sequent’e of rules
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Figure 2: A barnyard scene

The intuition behind the TBLmethod (:ml best be
conveyed by means of a picture-painting analogy." Suppose that an artist uses the following method to paint
a simple barnyard scene. (See Figure 2.) He chooses
begin with the blue paint, since that is the color of the
sky, which covers a majority of the painting. He takes
a large brush, and simply paints the cnt.ire canvas 1)hie.
After waiting for the paint to dry, he decides to add a
red barn. hi painting the barn, hc doesn’t need to be
carefifl about avoiding the doors, roof, mid windows,
as he will fix these regiohs in due time. Then, with
the brown paint, he uses a smaller, thimler brush, to
paint the doors and roof of the barn more precisely. IIe
uses this same brush to paint green grass and a yellow
sun. Next. he returns to the blue to repaint the tmrn’s
windows. And, finally, he takes a very thin, accurate
brush, dips it in the black paint, and drawsin all of the
lines.
The important thing to notice about this painting
strategy is how the artist begins with a very large,
thick brush, which covers a majority of the cmlvas, lint
also applies pmnt to many areas where it doesn’t behmg. Then, he progresses to the very thin and precise
brushes, whieh don’t put muchpaint on the picture, but
don’t make any mistakes. TBLworks in nmch the same
way. The metht)d generates a sequence t)f rules t.[)
in tagging data. The first, rules in the sequence are
very general, nicking sweeping generalizations across
the data, and ustuflly making several errors. Subsequently, nlore precise rules are al)lflied to fine-tune the
results, correcting the errors, one by one.
Figure 3 presents a sequence of rules that nfight he
produced I W TBLfor the Dialogue Act Tagging task.
Suppose these rules are applied to the dialogue in Figure 1. The first rule is extremely general, labeling every
utterance with the diak)gue act, SUGGEST.This cor"~Vethank Terry Harveyfor suggesting this mmlogy.
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Condition(s)
] NewDiaioguc Act J
l#[
1 none
SUGGES’r
2 C h_azl.g_e....9fS.peaker
R.EJECT
...
INFOILM
3
Includes "T’
4
Includes "Can"
REQUEST
REJECT
5 Prev. Tag = REQUEST
hxcludes "’cml’t"
Current Tag = R,E.H.’SCT
ACCEPT
6
Inchldes "()kay"

rectly tags utterance B2in the sampl(, ,licit,gut,, lint the
hll)e]s ~msigne(lto the other uttermlc,,s are not. [’(>rt-t,t:t.
yet. Next, tile second rule says that, whenevera change
of speaker oc(’urs (meaning that the speaker of an utterance is different from the Sl)caker of the prc,’eding
utterance), the REJECTtag shouhl I., al)pli,’d.
This
rule relabels tttterances AI, BI, and A:l with RE.IE(’T.
The thir, l rule tags an utterance INFORM
if it, contains
the word, ’T’, which holds for utterances Al, A.,. and
Bl. Next. the fourth rule changes the tag on uttcram’e
A., to REQUEST,
because it includes the word, "’C.mF’.
At this t)oint, only utterances B1 an,l A3are im’,,’~
rectly tagged. As we vontinue, tilt, rules becomenxox’f
specific. The fifth ruh, states l.hat, if the i)revious tag
(the tag on the utterance inmmdiatelyprecediug rite uttern.nee under anMysis) is REQUEST,
and thecurrent
utterance contains the word, "can’t", then the tag of
the current utterance should be changed to REJECT.
hi the sample dialogue, this rule apl)lics to utt.crance
Bl. Andfinally, tilt, last rule changes the tag on uttora.nce Aa to ACCEPT,
st) that all of the tags are correct.
Producing the Rules
The training phase of TBL,in whit:lt tim system h.arxls
a sequence of rules Imsed()II a tagged training vorl)us,
I)r,)eeeds in the fifllowing nlanner:
l.Labeleach instancewith an initialtag.
3
2.Untilthe stoppingcriterionis satisfied,
a.For each instancethat is currently
taggedincorrectly,
i.Generateall rules that correctthe tag.
b. Computea scorefor each rule generated.
c.0utputthe highestscoringrule.
d. Apply this rule to the entire corpus.
This algorithm produces a sequence of rules, which
are meant to be applied in the order that they were generated. Naturally.. somerestrictions nlust 1)t. inlt)osed
on the w~: in which the system mayVOml)Ut(,rules for
3Typically. the stopping criterion is to terminate training when no rule can be found that improves the tagging
accuracy on the training corpus by more|.halt sonic predetermined threshold (Brill 1995).
4The score measures the anlount of improw,men,in the
tagging accuracyof the training (’orpus titat wouhlresult
fromincluding a given rule in the final model(Brill 1995).

step 2at, as there are an infinite number of rules that
can fix the tag of a given instance, most of which are
completely unrelated to the task at hand. 5 For this
reason, the human developer must provide the system
with a set of rule templates, to restrict the range of rules
that maybe considered. Earl1 rule template consists of
a conjunction of zero or more conditions that determine
when a rule is applicable. Five sample rule templates
are illustrated in Figure 4; these templates are sufficiently general to produce all of the rules in Figure 3.
For example, tile last template can be instantiated with
X=REQUEST, w="can’t",
and Y_=REJECT to produce the fifth rule.
IF
THEN
IF
THEN
IF
THEN
IF
AND
THEN
IF
AND
THEN

no condition8
change LFs tag to Y
_u includes w
changeu__’s tag to _Y
change of speaker for u is B
change _u’s tag to Y
the tag on u is X
I_l includes w
change u’s tag to Y
the tag on the utterance preceding U is X
_u includes w
changeu_’s tag to Y_

Figure 4: A sample set of templates, where u is an
utterance, w is a word, ]3 is a boolean value, and X and
Y are dialogue acts
Lazy Transformation-Based
Learning
Developinga workableset. of rule templates is not a simple matter. If the humandeveloper inadvertently omits
a relevant template from the list, then the system cannot generate the corresponding rules, and so its learning
is handicapped. To increase the likelihood that all of
the relevant templates are available, the system should
6have access to an overly-general set of rule templates.
Unfortunately, if there are too many templates, the
TBLalgorithm becomes intractable,
because, for each
iteration, for each instance that is incorrectly taggcd,
every template must be instantiated with the instance
in a|l possible ways. For some tasks, it might not even
be theoretically possible to capture ’all of the necessary
information, while still maintaining tractability.
Brill circumvented this problem by hand-selecting
fewer than 30 templates, each consisting of only one or
two conditions (Brill 1995). Unfortunately, it is often
very difficult to construct such a limited set of templates without omitting any relevant patterns. Satta
5For example,the following rule wouldcorrectly tag utterance B2 in Figure 1: IF the third letter in the second
wordof the utterance is "s", THENc~hangethe utterance’s
tag to SUGGEST.
eIn a later section, we argue that TBLis capable of discardingirrelevant rules, so this approachshouldbe effective,
in theory.

and Henderson (Satta & Henderson 1997) suggested
alternative solution: They introduced a data structure
that can efficiently keep track of all possible transformations simultaneously, which allows TBLto consider
a large number of rule templates. But their paper does
not present any experimental results, and it is not clear
how effectively their method would work in practice.
In our work on applying TBLto Dialogue Act Tagging, we have developed a modification to TBL, so that
it maywork efficiently and effectively with a large number of templates. This LTBLmethod randomly samples
from the set of possible rules. In other words, for each
iteration and for each instance in the training set, Olfly
R rules are generated, where R is some small integer.
Theoretically, for a given R, increasing the numberof
templates should no longer ’affect the time and memory
usage in training, since the numberof rules being considered for each iteration and each instance is held constant. But even though only a small percentage of the
possible rules are actually being examined, we would
expect LTBLto continue to be successful when labeling unseen data, because the best rifles are effective for
several instances, so there are several opportunities to
find these rules. Thus, the better a rule is, the more
likely it is to be generated. And therefore~ although
LTBLmisses manyrules, it is highly likely to find the
best rules.
Experimental

Results

Some results from our Dialogue Act Tagging experiments are presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7. For these
runs, a list of conditions was preselected, and.. for different values of n, 0 _< n <__ 8, the first n conditions in the
list were combined in all possible ways to generate 2"
possible templates. Using these templates, we trained
four methods on a training set and then evaluated them
with a disjoint testing set. Weused a Sun Ultra 1 with
508MBof main memoryfor all of the experiments presented in this paper.
Note that some conditions are nmre complex than
others. For example, the seventh condition in the list..
which tests if a given utterance contains specific patterns of words, generally had the greatest effect, on performanee. But this increase in accuracy came with a
price, as templates with this condition tend to generate several rules for each instance. In fact, whengiven
the first seven conditions, the standard TBLalgorithm
could not complete the training phase, even ~t.er running for more than 24 hours.
Figures 5 and 6 show that., for the sta~dard TBL
method, time 7 and memoryusage rise dramatically as
the number of conditions increases. But LTBLkeeps
the efficiency relatively stable, s (These curves increase
~Thegraph shows"cpu time", since "real time" is significantly influenced by unrelated factors.
SThe reason that LTBLmay be slower than standard
TBLin some cases is because LTBLalways generates R
rules for eac~instance, without checkingfor repetitions. (It
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Figure 5: Numberof conditions vs. training time
gradmdly, because, as the system is given access to inore
conditions, it can discover a larger numher of useful
rules, resulting ill more iterations of tile training algorithm before the stopping criterion is satisfied.) By
extrapolating the curves in Figure 5: we would predict
that LTBLwith R=6 can train in under an hour with
trillions of temlflates, while the standard TBLnlethod
can only handle about 32 templates in ml hour.
Ah.hough these improvenlents in time and memory
efficiency are very impressive, they would be quite uninteresting if the performance of the algorithm deteriorated significantly. But, as Figure 7 shows: this is not
the case. Although setting R too low (such as R=I for
7 aat(1 8 conditions) (:~m result in a decrease in accuracy,
LTBLwith the lowest possible setting, R.=I, is as accurate as standard TBLfor 64 tenlplates."
The graph
does not present results for m.andard TBLwith more
than 6 conditions, because training required too nmch
tinm. But, as the curv,,s for LTBLwith R=6 mid R=16
would be too inefficient to prevent the system from ever
considering the same ruh: twice.)
f~Onemight wonderhowit is possible for LTBLto ever
do better than the standard TBLmethod, which o(’curs for
5 conditions. Because TBLis a greedy algorithm, choosing the best available rule on each iteration., sometimesthe
standard TBLmethodselects a rule that locks it into ¯ h)cal
maximum, while LTBLmight fail to consider this attractive
rule and end up producing a better model.
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do not differ significantly, it is reasonable to conclude
that standard TBLwould have produced similar results
as well. Therefore, LTBL(with R=6) works effectively
for more than 250 templates in only about 15 minutes
of training time.
Justifying
the Use of TBL
TBLhas a number of advantages over other max’hine
learning methods. 1° An attractive characteristic
of
TBLis its learned model: a relatively short sequ(,n(’e
intuitive rules, stressing relevant features and highlighting important relationships between features and tags.
So, TBL’soutput offers insights into a theory to exl)lain
the data. This is a reason to prefer TBLover probabilistic machine learning methods, since TBL’s rules could
"allow developers to inore easily understand, nmnipulate, and debug the resulting system." (Brill &" Me,racy
1997)
TBLis capable of discarding irrelevant rules, so it
is not necessary that all of the given rule l,eniplates l)e
usefid. If an irreh,vant rule is generate(t, its etrect on
the training corpus is essentially random, resultiltg iu
a low score, on average. Thus.. this ruh, is unlikely to
be selected for inclusion in the final model. Ramshaw
tORamshaw
and Marcus(1994) presented reasons for preferring TBLto Decision Trees.

Accuracy

Summary
Current implementations of TBLbreak down, in practice, with a very limited number of templates. This
research provides a solution that can work efficiently
with hundreds of templates, without suffering a decrease in accuracy, thereby increasing the applicability
of this promising machine learning method and lessening the labor demands on the human developer. Our
experiments suggest that., for 250 templates, LTBLcan
train in about fifteen minutes, while the standard TBL
method would require day-s of training time to produce
comparable results.
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Figure 7: Numberof conditions vs. accuracy in tagging
unseen data

and Marcus (1994) experimentally demonstrated TBL’s
robustness with respect, to irrelevant rules.
TBLis very flexible, in that it can accommodate
,na,y different types of features, while other methods
impose strong restrictions on their features. Also, becanse of its iterative approach to generating rules, TBL
can utilize the tags that have been generated by the
previous rules as leverage for developing future rules.
And, TBLcan take distemt context into account with
features that consider preceding tags.
Since many machine learning methods ,nay overfit
to the training data and then have difficulty generalizing to new data, they require that ’additional ineasures be taken, such as cross-validation and pruning.
But Ramshaw and Marcus’s (1994) experiments suggest that TBLtends to be resistant to this overtraining effect. This can be explained by observing how the
rule sequence produced by TBLprogresses from general
rules to specific rules. The early rules in the sequence
are based ou manyexamples in the traiuing corpus, and
so they are likely to generalize effectively to new data.
And, later in the sequence, the rules don’t receive much
support from the training data, and their applicability
conditions tend to be very specific, so they have little or
no effect on new data. Thus, resistance to overtraining
is an emergent property of the TBLalgorithm.
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